this page: in the large living room at Dimora delle Balze, Baxter sideboard and
vintage chairs restored by DRAGA OBRADOVIC; CARAVANE Vizir sofa; Turi Turi
table by ANTONINO SCIORTINO; Liquid table by DRAGA OBRADOVIC AND
AUREL K BASEDOW for Baxter; custom Renzo Serafini pendant lights by LUCA
TURRINI. opposite page: view of Dimora with its lookout tower and pool area.

By MARTINA HUNGLINGER Photographed by MADS MOGENSEN

A grand Sicilian estate
is brought back to life
by two of Italy’s most
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creative designers.
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clockwise from left: in another
view of the main living room, grey Fresno
chair by MARIE’S CORNER; blue
Casamilano Home Lea chair by PAOLA
NAVONE; CARAVANE Mira sofa.
In the second courtyard, black iron chair
by ANTONINO SCIORTINO for Baxter;
antique iron bed cover and cushions by
Caravane. In the dining area, recycled
timber table designed by the owners
and crafted locally; Wireflow Lineal
suspension lamps by ARIK LEVY for Vibia.
In the game room, GUBI table and chair
(left); vintage chair (right) covered with
DEDAR MILANO fabric. In the breakfast
room, table by DRAGA OBRADOVIC;
ARFLEX chair; Liquid table by DRAGA

OBRADOVIC AND AUREL K
BASEDOW for Baxter; FLOS floor lamp.
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View of the second courtyard. opposite page:
owner Elena Lops on the Clandestini room
terrace, over the main entrance.
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Visit dimoradellebalze.com.

this page: in the kitchen, island and surfaces topped with Modica
stone. opposite page: in the lunchroom, PATRICIA URQUIOLA
wicker chair; MINIFORMS Pelleossa chair (against wall).
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ituated high on a rocky ridge between Noto and Syracuse
in Sicily, Dimora delle Balze stands majestically above the
gentle, rolling slopes of the surrounding countryside.
With its imposing tower, classical columns, ancient
frescoes and high, vaulted ceilings, the sprawling
25-hectare estate — built in the 19th century by a noble
family from Palazzolo Acreide as a masseria, or rural
farmhouse — had been left abandoned for 50 years until
it was acquired and lovingly restored by owner Elena Lops.
Dimora delle Balze was purchased in 2000 as a gift for Lops on her
60th birthday by her husband, Pino. “The first time I entered, I was
overwhelmed by the positive, welcoming and embracing energy,” she
recalls. “It gave me such a strong feeling of wellbeing and connection

that I had goosebumps.” The couple’s idea was
to build a place where the extended family
could gather for festivities and holidays,
creating and sharing memories and bolstering
family ties. “We are living in a world where
everything is breaking up,” she says, “and my
husband kept saying that this property will
save our family.”
To bring the property back to its original
splendour and into the 21st century, Lops
assigned designers Stefano Guidotti, creative
director of Baxter, and Draga Obradovic, of
Italian furniture and textile design duo Draga
Aurel, to create a concept for the restoration
and oversee the entire project.
One of Dimora’s most striking elements
is a unique treatment its 14 rooms, each
designed with its own colour scheme and
theme, and named for celebrated Sicilian
artists and works (including Prohibito, after
Frank Capra’s 1932 film Forbidden, and Coro
Spezzato, which pays homage to a work by
Berlin-based artist Rosa Barba). Some rooms
feature private terraces with views of the
original courtyards — restored with
cobblestone paving, Modica and lime stone
— or to the verdant tree-lined valley beyond.
Original details uncovered during the
restoration, such as the stonewall beneath
the plasterwork, wooden portals in the salons
and fragments of decorations in the ceiling
vaults, became the launching point for each
room’s distinctive design. “We were really
moved by the strength, decay and echoes of
the past,” says Obradovic. “We could see the
indelible mark of the succession of cultures
and styles — from the most glorious, such as
the Byzantine remains, to the more recent
humble rural stalls and drinking trough for
the animals — and these influenced our
reinterpretation of the interior.”
Guidotti and Obradovic also journeyed to
Morocco, where they were inspired by local
craftsmanship; they chose to use the
handmade, imperfect geometric cement tiles
in shades of Mediterranean blue, grey and
green. “Our love of travel and art led us to
search for unique and characterful vintage and
design pieces,” Guidotti says. “We combined
these to create a place where the beauty of the
past is the frame for the contemporary.”
The designers’ work took more than two
years to complete. “It felt as if Dimora delle
Balze had become our second home,” Guidotti muses. “It was
a challenging but utterly rewarding job to see the rundown place
come back into its beauty and taking care of each little detail — from
tiles to tabs, fabrics to furniture, lighting to decoration.”
Now opening the estate for private bookings, Elena Lops says her
greatest desire is that guests will feel as passionately about their
experience on this historic estate as she and her family do. “I feel safe
here, protected and caressed by the old walls,” she says. “We all feel
so at ease that we would wish never to leave again.” VL
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this page, clockwise: designers Draga Obradovic and Stefano Guidotti. In
the reading room, CASAMILANO chair covered with Dedar Milano fabric;
Liquid table by DRAGA OBRADOVIC AND AUREL K BASEDOW for
Baxter. Outside a small portal, old terracotta tiles and local pebbles are used
to create a carpet-like paving. opposite page: in another view of the kitchen,
original terracotta floor; blue-and-white tiles found in a Moroccan market.
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the page, clockwise from left:

In the open-air living room in the second court, Gibellina Nuda (left)
and Vestita metal chairs by ANTONINO SCIORTINO for Baxter.
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in the main bathroom, AGAPE
Spoon bathtub; pouf by DRAGA
OBRADOVIC; vase by RINA
MENARDI. The mangiatoia,
or original manger from the
property’s days as a farm.
Guidotti and Obradovic. Elena
Lops. In the La Sonnambula
bedroom, vintage headboard
covered with Dedar Milano
fabric by Draga Obradovic.
On the ensuite terraces, PAOLA
LENTI pouf: Lucy woven lounge
by VINCENT SHEPPARD.
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